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Abstract

Wikiiversity is a portal not only an e-learning wikis site. It also serve as a Content Management System (CMS) to store lecturers notes and students uploaded assignment in real-time. Lecturers can edit lecturer notes and mark student’s assignment on the spot. UCSI Wikiiversity enables interaction between students and lecturers without the need to meet in person.

Birth of this application not only helps to ease the difficulty in accessing essential management applications but it also provides tool for the lecturer to arrange and monitor the teaching flow. As this research seeks produce a Web-base application, a few approaches and methodologies were carried out such as unstructured interviews, distributing the questionnaires.

Though how the functional of this application may sounds but it is still able to expand its functionalities by improvising the functions with the recommendations mention in the last chapter of this report. The prototype is developed according from the result of the survey.